GUIDE TO AUTHORS
Articles for Alberta History normally range between 3,000 and 5,000 words, including endnotes.
This is approximately 10 to 17 pages, double spaced, 12 pt. font on 8 ½ x 11 paper. Academic
articles of significant importance may be 8,000 to 10,000 words, including endnotes. Articles
should be double spaced, Times New Roman 12 pt. font, with 1-inch margins.
Articles should deal specifically with topics on Alberta history, or Territorial history where there
is a regional relevance. Articles should have a strong central argument, be supported by evidence,
and thoroughly referenced.
Endnotes should appear at the end of the paper. Bibliographies are not used so all data should be
in the endnotes. Alberta History prefers that citations conform to the Chicago Manual of Style,
but whatever style is used should be consistent. Subheadings and tables are discouraged, as are
bullet points and numbered sections. Alberta History does not publish products of “creative
writing.”
Academic articles are accepted following a blind peer-review process. After initial review by the
editors, articles are sent to anonymous readers for review. Comments are returned to authors. The
editors make the final decision to publish, publish with minor revisions, resubmit with major
revisions, or reject articles.
The editor reserves the right to edit articles to meet Alberta History standards and style, as well
as for making corrections, or for improving readability. Authors will receive proofs.
No payment is made for articles. Authors receive up to 10 complimentary copies of the issue and
can receive a discount on further copies.
Articles should be submitted electronically to Interim Editor Harry Sanders
(harry.sanders@shaw.ca). Please include a two or three sentence biography and sources of
photographs or graphics under separate cover. Authors are responsible for obtaining publication
permission for any copyrighted photographs.
As the position of editor is not a full time one, there may be delays in replying to submissions.
However, we try to accept or reject a paper within 2 months and publish within a year.
Authors of accepted articles will be asked to sign a publication agreement which assigns
copyright of the article to the Historical Society of Alberta.
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